REFINITIV® REAL-TIME OPTIMIZED

Refinitiv’s full range of real-time data is now easily accessible via the cloud.

**Highly efficient solution**

You now have consolidated access to a comprehensive set of real-time data in the cloud, available directly via our APIs or our Real-Time Distribution System (formerly known as our Enterprise Platform). Benefit from access to time series, reference data and analytics across a diverse range of asset classes and regions.

In addition to the content, our Refinitiv data model ensures you have straightforward onboarding and integration with downstream applications.

**Big benefits**

The feed provides you with cost-efficient access to our global, real-time exchange and contributed data. You can access it via the cloud, so there is no requirement to deploy infrastructure on-site.

With large quantities of data available for consumption, this solution can directly power up to five connections per application ID – accelerating your time to market and enabling you to be more agile in responding to market opportunities that require big, clean data and analytics.

**Real-time, cloud-based data**

- **Global data sources**
  - 800+ providers
  - 1000s of OTC dealers
  - 8m+ price quote updates per second for over 80m+ instruments
  - Exclusive content (FX, rates, credit, CDS, equities, commodities, Tradition)

- **Normalization centres**
  - AMERS
  - EMEA
  - APAC

- **Distribution**
  - Internet
  - FEED TO OTHER CLOUD PROVIDERS

**Content benefits:**

- Comprehensive coverage including access to over 100 million instruments and exclusive data sets
- Easily discoverable and searchable data
- Simple integration

**Cloud delivery benefits:**

- Reduced operational cost and complexity
- Faster onboarding time
- Consume data with any provider via our cloud agnostic delivery
- Best-in-class service and support, with system monitoring and access to content and technical experts

1 AMERS: Americas
2 EMEA: Europe, Middle East and Africa
3 APAC: Asia-Pacific

Visit refinitiv.com